QUALITY BAMBOO BLINDS, HAND-CRAFTED IN AUSTRALIA

MEASURING GUIDE FOR OUTDOOR BAMBOO BLINDS
Measuring for your Outdoor Bamboo Blinds for decks, patios and pergolas is a
simple process in principle. But if your situation is more complex and you need
help, email us via our website (link below) a photo or drawing and we’ll indicate on
the image where and how to measure.
The sizes you supply are the overall blind sizes and we will work out the deductions to make
everything fit within this space. The roller of the blind and all components will fit inside the
dimensions you give us.

ITEMS YOU WILL NEED

FACE FIT, REVEAL/RECESS FIT OR
CEILING MOUNT

1. Tape measure (metal is best).
2. A printout of this sheet, if possible,
to record the dimensions in the
table (see overleaf). Or a blank sheet
of paper.
3. Pen (to record measurements).
4. A smart phone (to photograph the
measurements for emailing to us).

Outdoor Bamboo Blinds can be fitted in
3 ways (see diagrams below):
1. onto the face (Face Fit) of your wall
or post
2. to the inside of a recess or between
posts (Reveal/Recess Fit)
3. to the underside of a ceiling or
beam (Ceiling Mount).

NOTE: We
recommend
measuring each
opening in 3
different positions
for the width and
the drop. For the
width - measure
the top, centre,
and bottom, and
for the drop measure left,
centre and right.

https://www.bambooblinds.com.au
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QUALITY BAMBOO BLINDS, HAND-CRAFTED IN AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA

MEASUREMENT RECORD SHEET - FACE FIX ONLY
For installing your outdoor blind to hang outside the window/post recess, covering the total
area including the frame from top to bottom and side to side.
Step 1: Measure from outside edge of post to outside edge of post (see diagram page 1). If 2
blinds are required, side by side, measure from the centre of one post to centre of the other
post or if being mounted on the wall measure your opening size and add a minimum of 50mm
each side (100mm total). This is your width. Note this measurement in the table below.
Step 2: Measure from the highest possible point on your face to the floor or handrail. This is
your Drop. Note this measurement in the table below.
Please provide measurements to the nearest mm to ensure a perfect fit. Now measure
again to check your measurements are correct. It’s also a good idea to get someone to check
the measurements for you. Please write clearly in black pen and email to us via our website
(link below). If you'd like to be sent materials samples, include the request in your email.

FACE FIX (enter measurements into unshaded boxes only)
Blind
No.

MM

TOP

CENTRE

BOTTOM

LEFT

WIDTH
1
DROP
WIDTH
2
DROP
WIDTH
3
DROP
WIDTH
4
DROP
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CENTRE

RIGHT
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MEASUREMENT RECORD SHEET - RECESS FIX ONLY
For installing your outdoor blind to fit inside the opening.
Step 1: Measure from the top of your opening to either the floor or handrail (depending on
where you want your blind to stop). This is your drop. Note this measurement.
Step 2: If measuring between posts take measurement from the inside of one post to the inside
of the other. This is your width. Note this Measurement.
Please provide measurements to the nearest mm to ensure a perfect fit. Now measure
again to check your measurements are correct. It’s also a good idea to get someone to check
the measurements for you. Please write clearly in black pen and email to us via our website
(link below). If you'd like to be sent materials samples, include the request in your
email.

RECESS FIX (enter measurements into unshaded boxes only)
Blind
No.

MM

TOP

CENTRE

BOTTOM

LEFT

WIDTH
1
DROP
WIDTH
2
DROP
WIDTH
3
DROP
WIDTH
4
DROP
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CENTRE
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MEASUREMENT RECORD SHEET - CEILING MOUNT ONLY
For mounting your outdoor blind to the underside of a top beam or from the ceiling ideal when there are no side posts or walls.
Step 1: With a pencil make a mark, left and right, on your beam or ceiling to indicate the
width you want your blind to be. Measure the space between the two marks. This is your
width. Note this measurement.
Step 2: Measure from your ceiling or top beam to the hand rail or floor (depending on where
you want your blind to stop). This is your drop. Note this measurement.
Please provide measurements to the nearest mm to ensure a perfect fit. Now measure
again to check your measurements are correct. It’s also a good idea to get someone to
check the measurements for you. Please write clearly in black pen and email to us via our
website (link below). If you'd like to be sent materials samples, include the request in
your email.

CEILING MOUNT (enter measurements into unshaded boxes only)
Blind
No.

MM

TOP

CENTRE

BOTTOM

LEFT

WIDTH
1
DROP
WIDTH
2
DROP
WIDTH
3
DROP
WIDTH
4
DROP
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CENTRE

RIGHT

